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A B S T R A _C T 
-· ·- ---·---··--------·-······------·----- - -- ----- ·-------------·-------·--·-··--------,-,·--- -··--·-----·-----·----------------·----------- -·-·---····· -- -·· ------------- -· ··-·· -·--- ------- ···-···--------·--·-··-·· -·-··-
A computer program· is describ~d which performs weight optimi~ 
zation of three-bay multi-story frame~ us·ing plas~ic theoryo The · 
input consists of the fr~me geometry and the .-load intensity·o The 
maximum number of stories depends only on the computer storage 
-.-------
c~pacityo Three loading cases with corresponding load factors.are-
-rJ . 
c;::onsidered: vertic~l loads only, vertical loads combined ~,ith lateral 
"'· J'.; loads from the left, and vertical loads combined with lateral lo.ads 
from the right o Loads are modified to include pertinent load reduction·-,. 
criteria. Where-combined loads govern the size of members, the.ratio 
of the c~pacities of· individual members is determined by an iterative· 
procedur~ using frame weight as the minimized function. Provision·· is 
J 
made for consideration of second-order effects (P-8 effects). The -out-
'· 
put of the program consists of the member forces needed for d~sign of )f 
-:; 
-connections, and-of·.member -sizes. Refinement of the member~ sizes to ------- .. ----~ -.-·.- ·"· · 
· . 
. 
·.account. for frame instability and constructional de'tails should· be·· ~,-:.,, · 
\ 
- . . ·- _'_'. ,-··: ·_· --·.- ·-·-, ··_.-_ ·:· _____ _ performed to complete _the designo· 
Weight comparisons for a frame designed for allowable stresses and , 
plastic theory without optimization are pre~ented . 
..... , .. 
" .. 
-- _ .. _. ____ ·-··· - - --- - ·- -- -· - ·--- -- ---·- - . 
' 
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' . -~ ·- .. , 
"INTRODUCTION 
Al present, methods·are not available to determine the ratios of 
. . 
indi.vi,dua 1 rttemb~r .capacities in multi- story frames for greatest 
. ·. economy a When ·a structure is designed. by plastic theory, redistri-
bution of moments due to the ~successive formation of hinges is 
aSSumed,. (1) This assumption permits the designer-analyst, when using 
· -;~_- plastic moment bala~cing, to specify ·within certain limits the member 
moments at·any location in the.frame·without~prior knowledge of·the 
b . . (2) mem er capacities. This approach op~ns a way for optimum weight , - i 
design of multi-story frameso 
.. ·. · ... 
The adaptation of computers for optimization in ·the field ·of· 
,-,··· .,. ,.,-" 
" 
,t\ttempts to apply linear program-
. ') 
, 
·structur~l design h~s been limitedo 
.. ·· ming have met with s~me su~ce~s. (J)' However, the applications hav~ been 
for v~ry simple frames with ·only one set of loads. 
------------
-----·--------- ----·-------,.------·---··-------- - ------ -·-·-------·--- ---· - ·-. - --
'· 
... ,,-- ,... : develope·d ·for optimum weight ~esign of unbraced three-bay, regular.· 
' . 
.-
re ·ct angular plane ·building frames using. pl~stic theory o ···A regular 
'" f 
· ........ ______ .. __ ·_~ I'~c:.t3~1_p.g~lar_ pJa~~- .frc1m~ is c:lefi.ne_g_ c1s __ one C(?mposed exclusively of 
h.orizontal girders and vertical columns; all column:lines ex_tending · 
continuously. from top t~ base ~ithout .o:l;fset, and all girders lines 
. extending ·continuous.ly 'from one· side 9,f the. frame to the other o The 
frame fs assumed to be unbraced so that all resistance to lateral loads, 
----sway, -and frame instability ·is" provided·-by rigid frame action~ and all 
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storage capacity; bay_ widths and story heights may vary arbitrarilyD 
A stor.y is defined as a portion of a .multi-story .frame consisting of 
all girders on a level and the columns immediately belowD · Acceptable 
. --- <>·--- ----· --- ,r-- ~ ·--· --·· ------- . 




and lateral loads frbm ·eilh~t- directio~D load-deflection (P-A) effects 
' . , -
may be included in the load system by increasing "the ....... l·ateral loads o The 
.. 
outp.ut gives member. sizes_ an~ member . forces neede·d: for design of 
connectionso 
A brief description of the sequence of operations which the computer 
' . ., . . . ·-- ·-- -- - --,,. -- ------~----- ..... 
program per_forms ts as• "follows: Vertic_a·1 ·· 1oads ·are applied to t·he 
structure and prelimtnary member cap·acitie·s .are determined., Combined 
lateral and vertical loads are then applied and, using the previous. 
·loading case· as a, pa'rame.ter, a weight functio~, related to the cost of 
'the frame, is minimizedo The sequence of the ·application of lateral 
loads is -rever-sed ,and- t-he- design- ope-r?tion repeated-.,- .. All members are•--
- --------· --- - - - -- - - -·--·--··----~ ___________ .. ____ -···------ ---------·- :. '--------·------------------·--·-·· ---·-----· ---·----------- . - ···--· --·· --------·-·- ---------- ... -------- ·------ -----------------------~-- --- -- -----· --·-- ------------ -- ---··· ·- ·------- --- - -
then des{g_ned fo·r the most economical arrangement of beam and column . -.. 
capaci t;ie s •. 
. ..... , 
................... , ..... ,,., .. 
~ ' ' . 
' ' ' 
t 
·. : .. :; .-' 
·/ 'I 
.,.,,,,_,•,•\·,•· _.,.,.,._,,).,, .. , ..... , .... 
I 
• ,, , ••';·· · .•.. •••.:,;f ... : ·lo-•-.'~;'.·. ' 
0
: -:·-;:~-,: .:':-"'_.C~---------,--·-'--~--\, •--.:. 
-· ..:c.-...-... -- .. : ... 
. ' 
.. 
..... - -· -,···" ... , .. '.:,_,.:..... .. .. _,_....,_"·-···-~-"'-' .. -... --. . ,, ....... - . ·····- ··-·--- ......... ···- .... ·-- . -·~-·--·-·---·,··------·-··-. -·------~·-~-.----·-~------.. -·----·----·-···-----·-··-··'.-:-.-,r . ..,-, ... '~··· -- ........ ,., ···-- ·-·--····. , . . 
-· -··- - ·- -- ..... , ··--···--·-·······-· ----·--···--·-_....·--···----- ,_ :• . ... ~-... . • . I ~ .-. ....;..... . . .. -- • . --------~ .. -..... . ·---·~----------·1." ·•-·-·-·---· · ............... ~--·--·---
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The distribution of the load system to the frame is assumed as 
follows:· I) 
Floor .de~d and live loads are distributed through the floor 
.. system. to the gi~ers ~s 
I 
uniformly distributed line loads 
.. 
I 
_or as· concentrated loads at the column .lines_. 
2. Exterior wall dead loads are distributed to each bent as 
I' . .._ 
conc_entrated loads at ~onnection points of· spandral beams. 
. 
. ' 3. · Lateral loads of wind,. e_arthquake, and as a measure of load-
o 
· deflection moments are distributed to e·ach bent- as concen-
trated loads at the level of the girders .. 
The complete loading_ system consis·t-s·~:::·:of -Ehree'-=:-.1<?.atling--c-ases: 
. ~ 
vertical loads only, vertical l~ads combined with lateral loads .. -·from 
-the ·left; and "vertfca1·--1oads-·conibined -wlth latera.-1~---loa<is ·from ··the· right_~ 
' . , . . .. . J . . " 
· In each case l ~v.e load reduction, ~ is -app_iied to the working loads be~o.ri1 ______ _ 
... -··-··- - ____ ( ........... _________________ ------------···--·-----·--·-·-· --·--- ··-----------
. mul tiplica.tion _ by the appropriate load factor. Load factors may vary 
arbitrarily at· the discretion of the designer.· .(It has been suggested 
-
, .. 
----- -·· ····--·-····--·---·- ·-
... 
that a load -factor of 1. 7 be used for vertical. loads and l :J for 
Live load reductio·n percentages as permitted' by'the American 
· Standards Association ~Sp.ecification< 5) are calc~lated for' each girder_ 
... ·-. ' ..... ' ... ,. . ",, ,,,,,. ..... ·- .,. ............ , ' --~ 
I 
after the uniform _dead and liv"e floor -loa·d$ are ____ converted-·to -eti~tvalent 
. ' 




(( (' ( 
(-.·· 
... --- . . ' . . ' 
354 .. 344 . -5 :, \ 
line · loads per· foot on th~ girder. ·rhese reductions are limited to 
I' 
the smallest of the ·.three percentages: 
1. 0.08 times the floor area served in square feet,. 
! 
,,,,2 .... · a formula based on the ratios of dead and live load, 
;1. 
' l ( I j' ~ 
3o 60 percent. 
No reduction is permitted for roof g·irders, for areas where the live 
load is greater t-han 100. psf or where the tributary area of a floor 
associated· with a girder is less than 150 .square feet. 
Column thrusts due to floor loads are c;alculated as if the .floor 
spans were simply supported a~ the column center lines. Live load 
r;. ' 
re·duction percentages for each column ar.e compu~ed with ·the_ same limi-
tations as stated for girders, except that.a 20 percent reduction is• 
allowed when the live load is greate.r tha~ 100 psf. The sum ·of the 
weight of the exterior wall~, and of the column and fireproofing·in 
addition to the· dead load of the floor spans is assµmed to constitute 
the column dead load. - Thus, the maximum-, reduct-ion of 60 pe~cent_---is ···· ---.~--
_,'_.-,1 
' 
applied· to all but the uppermost column ti~rs. . ... : .. ,.... . . . , , 
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--- ' - -. . , ... --- ·------. -··-··· 
' . 
I,.,;,., 
-~, • ... , ' ' • t I' ... ~. 
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I ' ' 
'.' ! 
I ' 
A .,S S U M E D M E- M B E R BER.AVIOR 
} 
For the vertical load case a beam mechanism is aseuined to form 
"."'6 
under a unifo:rcmly distributed design ultimate load (factored working. 
,I 
:'"\ 
the ·sp~n;:·is taken equal to the distance between column center 
lines sh'own in Fig o 1 . The required plastic moment capacity .. as 1S 
then • by: given 
-----. - --- -
I 
l F wL2/16 
·~ ... ' .... 
•,,., (1) M = 
·-p 1 ' ..,. 
.:.:- - ·-·- -- ,. ) 
_where:Fi - load factor for vertical load case,· -
.w = uniform working load {k/ft.), 
,L = girder span (c-c columns) (ft.)~ . '--
l.J •· ·--- - . 










-- -- ------- - -·-----·----------------- ·-·-- ---- ----- --·-·--
Stat-ic equilibi;i~m requires - that the column be able to resi'st the 
girder end moment M . 
. p This. moment is assumed to be distributed eqtially 
a,bove and below the girder line, except, ~µ the case of roof girders. - .· 
', 
where it must be applied to the column below. The column end moments 
- -- -- ------ -- ·-·--~---~-------------------·- ;;. . . . . - --~;-






____________________ . . . .. --··-------:tJ~ed to s._elect -~ ~prelt~inary column. 
. . - " 
' . 
The r_~duced __ JJ.}_QJ[l~nt· capac.i ty, 1\c, .. 
' ---- ~ 
' ·, J J 
of this sectfon is -used as a parameter in future loading c~ses. 
.. 
, When lateral loads are applied to the frame,· the sum of the end· \ \ 
..... .__, 
. . . . . 
·--- ·----·-------· ··· ···· rµoments of afl--- coluinn~-,,t·n a story may be determined from an equilibrium 
- ,-.--:~:::. t-:: ..: .. :; __ ·-
equation. based the ..... horizontal shear· • the storyo Figure . 2 • free on in 1S a 
•.t•.-:r.t-T~-:-. __ ~ ... - - · 
body sketch of the columns • story of three bay frame. The· total in a a 
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I' 
horizontal shear, ~H, which must be resisted by the columns is giyen 
by: 
~H = :E:H + I]H 
e .w 
+ EPA 












a . concentrate·d load equal to the sum of the external··· 
horizontal loads (above the story due to earthquake 
·:1oadingo* 
....... ,.,,, ... , .. """ 
a concentrated. load equal to· the sum of the external 
. 
horizontal loads above the story due. to wind loading, 
p 





exterted by the sum of the column loads on the story 
- ------ - ----------
------ ---·-------- .. 
actirig_ in the. displaced position. re·sul tifbg from the 





............. ·-"- - ·- •--'··· - -- .-, .. , ' 
6 = relative· _story· sway, 




h ·= story heighto 
.. 
' •' 
... --------- --- -- -· ---------- --- --
-----··-------------------------
-- _ _,, ___ ··- . ---------·-
-·- -
" - For preliminary design ptjrposes_ the. sum of the horizontal shears,, 
~H, can be assumed .to be ·applied "at · the girder' line and the equilibrium 
imposed .on undef00:med col-UIQllSo With all forces having a positiv~ 
direction as shown in Figo 2, the equilibrium _equation is as follows: · 






* It is not intended here to a.ssu~e tha.t.·plastic desigri is advanced 
sufficiently. (1966) ·to include earthquake effects, but merely to· 
indicate an approach ''for ·p·relimina!y design purposes. -
·-~-·---·· --- . - --- ··-.·-- . ··- -···"O'··· - -- .. 
. - - ·--···---·--·-"--··--·· -
...... --:----·---- ·-···------·-- .. -·---~-
-- ... ---- ---:..-.:....-;i_~: ... '..':;:~-, .... ;..'...----~<!. .... ·._-•-~·-~-·-, ,. ..... ----·--~-·--·- ,' 
' 
' ,_,,.·,,,·.,-- ...... -· 
e &"i=: 
....... -.- .... ---·---···:1 ..... -......... . 
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For equilJbrium, the SUIIIJ:llation of the girder ;nd moments at any 
· leve~,- must pe .equal .to the summation of the column end moments joining 
., " 
. these girder's 8 It may be as,S'lttned that half ·of the moments in an 
average story occur at the top and half at ·the bottom of the columnso 
-- ----~.- -----·---~-----------·-·-·· 
' 'I . 
The total moment to be- resisted ·by.· the girders .at a particular level 
is then equpl to the average of the sums of the column moments of the 
. ..J ' 
r, 
story above and the sto_ry belowo 
___ ··-~M + \ 
- ~ 
where ~M ..:.. the sum of the girder end momeiifs ·at level n·; · g 
0 
( ~ ) = ,the sum of the·tcolumn· end moments above level n, u-.ic n-1 
. ,·.' ~·' ' ' ' 
! ('. 
(I;M ) - = the sum of the column end. moments below level µ. C n 
/' I 
(4) 
-~- ·.sub.stituting Eqo (3b)in Eqo (4) an expression for M is· obtained in 
0 g 






t _'• ... --·- --·--· --- .... -·,·,-· ...... •·--~- ---··-'.\. ..... 
·c ) ., . 
. • _ El{g = \ .. ·. -· (( lll)~) n- l . ±. ( (i:H) h}n . .. _ ----------------·· .. ___ , __ ··--~:=·~-------~ ; _____ ·_~(_~) ______ --· _________ _ 






-------- -----~----------- - ::,; . - - . - . - - ·- ------ - . -----'-
.. 
If the girder -end moments are known, the proporti.on of .the story , 
moment· resisted by . the column above can be determined from 
- ' .\, 
\ (EM ) = DF I:: M 
.. C .n'.'"'1 g-
' . ,.. .. (6) ' 
- . 
. f ' '~ 
.. 
- '·-·- ---·-·-"···-··· -·--;-- ····:·· ···_1-."~-:-:···;•---------.~- ... ,. 
, __ '" . 
• When lateral· loads are applied to the structure, each. girder mus·t-
' 
resi~t moments ·caused by gravity loads as well as. the lateral load 
moments given in Eqo .(5) 0 ·'Usually the lo-ad factor for the vertical 
load case is greater than the load factor used for the case of combined 
, l ;,.,' 
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, , I·· i, 
"' 
vertical and lateral loads. The excess moment capacity of the.girder 
'I 
can be used to resis.t the lateral girder moments. -F~gure 3a shows 
• r • . . - • I , 
• 
the -mdment diagram for a uniformly loaded girder o 
' 9' 
M is defined as pm 
_ the .. minimum,plastic moment r~quired to res,,ist the working gravity 
. - '· ,. . _, ' . ' 
loads multiplied by load ~actor F 2 , used_ for the combined lo.ad case: 
,,,, 'v• C. -, 2 
F 2WL- '' ' ' .. , .. '·- '., .... , '.,' ,•, .. -. '•1' .-.. •1, .-.. 4. •',. •\' 4' ,, ""'.,'., ... ,- ''.' •1.<' ,., • ., ,. ' •• ,.-. ,,, '.,' ., • ' ••• ' ••••. ·, - ' 
.M = pm 16 
• I 
(7) 
The dashed 1·1nes in Fig o 3a represent. the girder moment capacity, 
I 
.. 1\,, as obtained from -tpe vertical load caseo The unused bendi~g 
capacity makes it_ possible for the· girder to redistribute moments so , 
.. ' 
,it' 
that it can resist late,ral load _moments., Figure 3b shows the maximum 
·- .' 
redistribution possible w·ithout exceedlng M . The maximum lateral p 
. 
moment which the girder can resist ·is then the· -algebraic sum of the -
'r' 
i 
clockwise gi·rder moments. . 
.-' 
Mg .·Mp + 'Mmin ;· (8) 
If· the gir~er capacity obtained in_ this manner is not sufficient .to 
. ' : . 
------·---·----··-··-- ----------------·----~-------- -----~----- . . -·; . ' - . -. . . . . _- - . - --- --: 
resist the sway moments, additional sway capacity can be realized if an 
effective l~ad -f_ac.tor F lE, greater than F 1 ,. is assumed. Figures 3c and 
d show two moment diagrams. possible with. larger girders·.· In Fig. 3d 
,. 
· the second plastic hinge fo.rn1s at· the .left ·hand end and therefore is ___ _ 
• I 
. ------ -·--·-----------·- ... -·····-·····-----·--·-··-···---·---· -----~~-- . ---------·--· ·-·--------------········ 
.. 
~, . 
the limiting case .. For all values. of Mg greater than that show~ in 
' 
'. Fig !I 3d the moine?nt diagra~ wilt· appear to be the same but with larger -
values of actual 
~·-
,· { 
···---·-- ----- .. --·-· -·----·---------------,.-------:---- ' --------------·---'.-----------·-··---·-··, ··-. . - . . - -
l" I 
- ----------······----------·------~----------· r-,-·----. -----· ·---' ' ' ..... ": ____ .,.. _____ ' ~-"-,"··...._.'·'_' . - ....... --!'------------ .. --···;···· . .-. -,-, 
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. that 1) the parabolic portion of th~ moment diagram due to the uniformly 




size,. 2) ·the location of the second plastic hinge is variable and moves 
from the center· or the -span to the left hand end, 3) the moment--M . 
~ min 





gr~dually changes from a maximum counterclockwise moment·to·a maximum 
I 
clockwise moment. 
Figure. 4 shows two free bo~y diagrams. for -a uniformly loaded . . 
• 
girder o <.6) 
~ -
·. ·- rr~---.--. . ..., 
. . 
In Figure 4a: 
. ,-
-., .. 
' . ' .... 
I -
._E \ +) - 0 - I -
. a 
F2wL (A+l)Mp 





. . : ..... , 
-. -~(-9) , - . ~------·- . ----- ',•-·-"-·---· ._ -- -
I - -· 
. . . 
------. ------· - ·-·--·- --· -·---- _______ · -- ·. -- --· ·-·· --- ----·-' -____ ' ----. --------·----··-----' __ . -
,,. 






- - \ ___ : ___ _ 
··--~---------------.·-·--·-------·---··-·---------_ ------------·--- · ______ .-·-.---: ·,.· --··-------------- (' --·--- -
,,. .. 





. ,- -------. ·-------------·----------------· -- ---·-· 
--- - . 
- . 
VB = F wx 2. 
-:·-• ... 
. t•. -f .. 
• 
(10) 
_ .. ' - ·----- :---:-: ___ ·-----,·-------:·-·--.,-·-··--·-· -·--.----·--·--:_.-,·:,: ________ -___ .... ----·-· -- --- ~---· -.-- ......... ~-------·--·-··-·· {', -~---···-: .. · .... ________ --·· ···--·. ·-
F2wx ·+ 2M._ V ·-= _..E.. 
B 2 x 
. · .. 
···---···--···------
'.' --····-- •- --·--·-··-- -----·--·-··----···-·· 
_ .. _ . 
I • 
· · · · · . · · -. . ·. · · · · .·· · · · · .. · ( · 11 )- · --- ---- --- - -
• 
' 
·-- ··- -··-----·-- ···-·· ··-- -· . ·-----·-···--·--··-·-··· -·--·-------·- _. ..... · -·--------'-. -- .. ---.--.- - .--------1----- '·- .--------- ----- ·--.... : . .. . . ·-·------·-------·----------·-----....-------' ---·----· -----·---- --····- ----· ' 
Equating Eq6 (10) and Eq-. (fl), 
i".' -- -----------·· . - - __ i_.,. ---------· .. .::·:. _ ..
-· ·•·' --
. . . ------ --- . --· ·-
,. 
' 
17i.: .... · .. 
X = 
) . 
. . · .. ; .. : ... --; ---- ·--
... 
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Substituting into Eq. (10), 
.... - ·-·~· -------· ",. . 
''. j 
· From Eqo '(9) . 
2 F2wL 
· (A+l) M = 21·/F W M , 1 - .2 p 2 .. -P . 
•,,· 
. ,: ..... 
.. 
'·- ~ 
' \ ... 
Substituting the valuev of M from Figo 3c or 3d, 
~ p' 
.-... ~ 
'. \'"\ .. ~,· 
, BF- .. F 
. · 2 lE 
(A+l) . = F 1 F 2 - 1 }., 
. . 
--Since ·,,.·..i.,· 
(A+ 1) M = M . + M , p . min p 
' . 
,_·' 
.. , ....... . 
.. ' . 
. ' 
_ . ., 
E·quation (8) becomes, 
-. -
,_.. . 
1•0:··:-··-. - ' 

























.. ~ ' 
•--- - --- --- --~··-----·------- --- ·----.. ---- -
. - . 
·i 
--- - ----, -_ - '. - - . ' - C . ---i -
M =-
g . FlE F 2 
M . -· . . - ---(1-7).... .. ........ . 
.. ,.,,.,, .. ________ .. -----;;----,----:---~-·---~-· __ · ·-_·. __ · . --'---- ... -- - . - . - -p ;,·-· 
'- ' 
_::·_ '_·}·.; -··---·---
···--···------· ··----·~--,·-·--. -··· 










· '- ( 1.8a) 
, 
2 2 
_ • _ -- --- ·: _i __ _ : _ - M = 2 • F - wL = -- F -- w L -g - - lE 16 lE 8 -- ' --- ·-- ... --.-------- .. ------ --- ...... ----- -- - ·--·-·- -- --- -- • --- _, --- -- - - ...... -. c . -- -- . - . - - , ' , 
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The total capacity of the gi·r_ders. on a par~icular level· to resist 
· sway moments is th~ summatio~n of· the sway _capacity of_ each i~dividual 
' " ' . ' . ' ' . ' ' . " rd ' . 
girder. It. is not Ilecessary for the ef fecl:ive load .factor, \E, to 




~ ;, § For· a· certain number· of levels below the roof, the· gii;der capacity_ 
·will, be controlled by gravity l9ad -alone at load factor· F 1 .. The total 
· moment capacity· of gravity controlled· girders on a level is given by 
~M 
g 
_ ( F1 wL2 




Comparison of Eq .. , 19 with the required moment capacity given by Eqo 5 
t°.' 
will detennine for which level grayity lo:ad no longer controlsXtl1e 
.. I 
girder. design. 
- ... • l 
T -• C O ' I 1 
. /. ,._ .... 
-Consideration of a symmetric three~bay frame symmetrically'loaded 
shows that under gravity loads the int,erior columns theoretically are 
. 
not. required to. re·s-ist-- any- moment-"-- However, -with lateral loads applied 
the interior columns __ must exhibit some mo~ent .capacity o Thus, suffi-
,al 
cient girder moment capacity does not insure sufficient frame capacity 
to resist lateral loads. The distribµtion of the sway moments ·at a 
level for -economy is dependent on the column moment capacities from the 
vertical ·1oad case o , 
·At levels where the excessive girder capacity from the vertical 
\'? 
load -case is not sufficient to resist sway moments an effective load 
factor, F can be assumed for two bays and the load factor required lE' 
.'.f 
for the third bay calculatedo 
..•.. , ''• 
,. 
' •··-··· - ~ ... - -. - A -- .. ·it-; .. =--=----. ~:_ ·, .. 










.-- ~- - --- ,-_-····:-_-·•;::..:_".:.::.::·.,·.:-.. ·.:·:.-:~';"-.--;;; ~ 
. . ' 
Using the notati<?~ of.Fig·. 5 and assuming eff~,~ti.ve load factors 
.. -. . . 
for spans AB and BC . the sway resistance girder capacity _of these bays 
.at level n is given·by: 
'\. 
.. 
where K ~ 8F (/F /F' - 1) 
2 ·.7 lE .2 
) 
. 0 ~ 1e1lE ~ 4F 2 
or 
. 4F · < F · 
2 - lE 
The requ_ired sway moment capacity of span _CD is 
M ~ (F ·t.M) · - M 






. The load factor for "span CD is obtained by solving Eqs. -18a and 18b , 
for F . 
. lE 
- ---- ._ ___ ·---. 
. - ·- i ... - . 
- (22a) · 
~; . . : . ' . ~ 











-· ) •. 
.. (F ) = Keo 
" .. -- ----- ---- -------~,------- ---- --- . -_- lE CD -- ---·a, 2 -' ------·-- ---- ~------ ·---- ( 2 2b-J----------~-~- ----- 1:/ 
.,. 
where '. :-··' ·, .· "· 
M 
.K _ gCD 
CD - wL 2 ..... 
· · CD 
• . - f( • ' .. , ~ . . . ' . . . . ' , -·. . ... ·-- .. ··-··-·-- .. --- ·-. - . ·, . ·,-r _,. - . • - -- - --· •. ··-·· ... 
• - ·- • ·--• ·---· •·: • • --~--J ---·- --f••••-•••-••-.......:...' ~- - ,-·--, ---·--:--- •-.--: .. :-::-:-·•• --~~- ---•·•~ --~-.-: -·-------~- -- ---·. •••••••••· ... -•••-•-- . ....!..._.-~------:.i. _____ A,-<~.• ..... ~---:--·-:•:-·--·---:--~--'.'·--·----:.-:.:.:...:.• 0 "•."'••- 0 • • 
·-,,. ' ·_,' 
•· . -
.. . - ..... ·-:---.· :·:.·· : ... ·_ ·_ .. -.-· ::--_,. .. -.- ·:_-;:-·, .-- ----~ .... _._ 
16 . . . ; .. :.,,. ' . 
- -- -·- ----·---- .. ·-··--·-·-- ---.---·--·· ----·--
-- - --- - --- ·-- ------------ --
·' 
--- - - --- - --- ------ --· - -- ------ . - . 
, ' 
· The column end moments can then -be -~ound· by using· Eq-.. 6 and 
equations of equilibrium at each joint o 
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. ,,v· .. .,.- .... : 
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-14 
... · .•. --""-·, 
As a result of the assumption" ~eat half of the moments in an .. 
I • ' . . ' () ., ,· ' . 
. average story occur at the top and ha"lf at th~ bottom of the columns; 
' ' 
... · ____ - . --· . ·-·-· ........... -- -·· - ------............. .. 
each leve,1 can be designed independently and var·iou~- combinatio11s~·of-
' ' 
· · girder capacities can be. investigated· readily .without complete'· 
. r--.. 
~- . . 
reanalysis of the entire 'frame~. It. :ls then possible to calculate .. the 
, .. 
~,eight, as a measure of the cost of· the frame for ea~h- combination and 
select the.case with minimum weight for·the .final design .. 
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. I 
o: . . 
--- ~··· ·.-------·--·-·- -·-------·-····-· ·····-··-·--- -- ,- -_--.. - _______ __:___ __ ~:...--~-·----.------·-- -------·-·--·-------·---.-------------- -
.·. b.. ... 
\ 
~ . . . . . .. . . .,. . . \ . 
; ·.· . .. 
,I . . 0 
-- .. ~ ... : ..•. 
·-. -···-····-·· .. -·-· ·----·' ---· --· .-- -·-·. ---~-~----,- -· ' ,. -···- -·, ---·- . ·- ···'-···---~·-.. --·--·---~-- ·'····- .····.--·--------· ··-. -· .... - -···---· ·-·----·~·-·· 
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It is. assumed here that the ·weight of .a member is proportional 
• I 
to ·i_ts~moment capacity. Thus, a weight function is defined in terms 
of the maximum ·required moment capacity and th~ length of each column 
, . ·a:nd 'flirder'' in a-,. story O * 
· Wt = hl:: (M . ). + ~ (M L ) 
cmax . gm~x g 
... 
where .M = the maxim1.1m required moment capacity of a column, cmax 
h = story height, 
iv 
·M / = the maximum required moment capacity of a girder, gmax· 




....... ' ;·4:,",,,'. ,.-: • • 
<:I 
. ;,. ·f ' . 
. . -··.: -_. -~----···----,.--I' 
• 0, ' - ; --,. --· _____ ;"t -· 
. " 
.., ~ " 
i 
I 
. . I 
. Sub_stituting Eq. 6, _ l~, and 22·-- into Eq. · i3 · the weight function is _ -·--------------------.---· .. -:; .. 
I 
I 
expressed in terms of (F lE) AB an~ . (F lE)BC. Figure 6 .. is· a sketch of the 
general shape of the resulting function. 
· .If the moment capacity for any previou~ · loading '·of any 'mi~mber is 
·, . 
greater than the moment ··capacity for the q.istribution being considered 
' 
·its va.lµe is substituted in Eq. 23. This substitution tends to flatten. 


















. ----- ·-····. ······--·- ·• --- ···--·- ·-----~· ·--------------~-... --~-·---------
_" _____ . ·-·-------~·-· ____ ._. - 7·-· - .. ·····--· ·---- ·- ···-··- ---·· -·- .. -. -
. 
" d 
*· ·A more accurate expression for the v1eight function is 
t, · Mcmax ~M x · L 
Wt = h:E d + .r: 
C ,. · g g 
"' .II: 
where de and dg are. the. depths of columns and girders, respectively .. 
. b 
.: 
,.._ .. , 
-',,._ ... -<-. --~~-· -· --· . - -ff~·. 
. ( 
'.,,_., ~···- ---·-··· ·----..... ,._ ..•. -.. -.--~---,.-· ,__ , ___ ;,. __ --- -·----------· ' - -- -·-- ~--···- - . -~- '" - -- ·-·
· ---- --~--- .- -- . . . -
' . . 
-,, . .,, 
,,, 
-=-16 
. It· can be Concluded ·from F\g .. 6 >and 7 that a .unique minimum value 
exists. Minimization of the weight function -in Fig.· 6 will ·1ead to 
. . 
- ) 
·--- ·: the---most··econornical: arrangement·· o-~ girder-·and--column···moment-c·apa~iti.es··-
·· ..... for· a ·pa:rticular· loading case .. Minimi_za.tion of the weight function in 
~ . . '. . . . ~ - . 
·· ·· · · -: .. -' Fig . 7 wi 11 lead to the- most -economical arrangement for· a sequence "of 
' 
. . . 
. ' . 
( .. 
load.ings. since member capaci'~ies required in previous loading cases 
'\ ·:t • 
a re considered . 
" The dashed lines. in Fi.g. 8 represent .the moment capacities of the · ·' 
members ob·tained from a previous l~ading case. · The minimum valueb of 
the. weight func_tion· will have ~he tendency 'to distribute moments. in a 
manner which will utilize ~vailable capacity. The solid lines 
.... ,. 
represent the moment 'diagram for an applied sway moment just equal to 
l, l 
the~ given girder capacities.· As the sway moment is increased the 
\ 
additional moment will be distributed in the following order of 
preference: 
} 
lo To the shortest girder span if the adjacent. columns 
have excess moment capacity. 
2. To the girder span where excess column moment capacity 
exists. 
3. To the shortest span. 
If additional sway moment is applied to the story in Fig. 8, analysis 
-of the weight function shows that the additional moment will be taken 
by· the girder in sp~n BC until the moment capacities of columns Band 
Care exceeded. Any additional moment will be taken by span AB until 
the capacity. of column A is exceeded. Further moment will be · 
' -
""• ··- .! •... ! 






,- ,:: ,I 
n 
.,. l" 






,, distributed to span. BC only, for economy e For tall frames it can be 
seen that the required girder size for span BC of Fig o 8 can be quite . 
large and 'that the--dis-trib~t-ion -of momenta· for a ·practical design 
may. not be the mo.st economica:l as determined from the" weig]it func~ion O 
. -' '"' . 
·,,~~ . 
'I'he ·ass:umption of maximum-vi:i"lues for the effective load factci_rs will 
not affect the shape. of the wei_ght function, but it will reduce the 
validity of the weight .function· to. the portion bounded by these ma2eimum 
load facto·r values. ..This is ~hown .graphically· in :Fig o ·'9.··· 
It is possible then for the de.:;igner to ·analy·ze the frame under 
vertic·a1 loads only, .and using the maximum moment ca·pacities. for all. 
members as param,eters, apply 1~teral loads from the left and determine 
the most economical arrangement of the member capaciti~s from the 
weight functiono Lateral loads from the right can then be·applied, and 
us.ing the previous loading case.s as a parameter a new dist.ribution ' \ 
\ 
.. 
··'determined o A different sequence of· loadings--vertical, lateral loads 
. . 




distribution of moment capacitieso The two designs can be compared and 
the ·most, economical arrangement used for the final preliminary de~ign. 
This approach may not result in the most economical _arrangement 
' 
possible; but it is judged to be fully. adequate for design purposes. 
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.D.ES.IGN 0 F .ME MB E R .. s 
,•.\ . 
Member sizes are ·chosen 'for" member· forces obtained by. the procedure. 
~ • 'r 
{ 
described above o Members are ci°ss.ul\led· to ·b'e adeqµate~y brac·ed to 
' ' 
preclude out~of-plane. -and la.teral- torsional instability o . 
. • 6 ... , 
' 
When the interaction of bending moment and axial force is consid,_;, 
' 
.. ,. ____ ,._ --------~-----------· ------···--· -·--·--
·-------· -- ---- ----
. ' 
-
ered, the approximate end moment capacity of a·column is t~ken to be 
M =M pc p 
. M - lo 18 (1-P/P )M-
. pc y p 
when P/P < OolS y-
.. 
when,Oo15.-<P/P <1.0 
-. y ..... 
.- .··:. 
- .... 
where Mpc - plastic hinge mol)'.lent modified ·to include the effect of 
axial compression, 




... • • , .. ., .•..•..•. --.·.·. ,.,.•. ····.--··•·.--····.·····•""~·i•"._ ......... , ····•··· ... . 
(24a) 
p 
y = axial load corresponding to yield 
stress level: P=A·F1, 





,. ___ _ 
.. z 
= plastic section modultIS e .. ·- - - ---------- :-· -·, ' -. - - -----·----- ---
Q .. 
This is in accordance with the P~esent AISC Specification (7) · for pl~stic 
design and is valid for columns subjected to double :curvature bendingo 
The approximation is acceptable for the purpose of preliminary design 
.... ~~!l~e, except for a few upper stories, the critical column design 
condition is when the frame is subjected to combined vertical and 
lateral loads and columns are in double curvature bendinga 
Girder sizes are selected from section economy tables using the 
' 
required member end capacities with consideration given to maximum 
depths for architectural reasons. 
,; 
( 
- -- -- :; 
\: 
i 
. • ' ' .l ~ 
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DIG !'.TA L c· 0 M PU 'T E R PRO ·c RAM 
- A ·digital compu~er. program. for a General Electric· 225 computer has 
been developed to handie the extensive calculations involved in· the 
. ', . ' . . $ ' . ·->-·-, •.• ,, .. 
met~od described ir1 tl1e ·previous ~ectionso The program is·-~wrt-tten tn 
the ·FORTRAN II lang_uage and consists o·f a main ,routine and fiye sub= 
routine.s. Running time on .:the GE 225 can ·be estimated at one· half .. , 
minute p-er story excluding the st{lrt up time., · A brief description of 
. . 
the program is as follows. 
. ···- I 
Input data: 
1. Frame Geometry:· 
·Bent spacing 
Span lengths 




,;,···· .. ""·..;.-_,~ 
-
·, : ,-- . ,·: .'. -. ..~:-:_ .. · .. ·~·-.. ~ 
'' ' ·.' 
• I • 
-:-.--~---~-._..._.··--. -:.-·._-..: -· . . 
··----·--·-----· - ' - - - --- • • • • . ___ . '.· ' .• 4 -
· Parapet ,wall--and s·tory heights . -:- . . . t··· 
Number of stories 
' .......... ""'.""1 ... ~ 
· 20 Load System ,' 
. . 
.. 
' ' ~ ., 
.. 
' ' .. ·. . . 
\ 
.... --- --- - '· -··--------···-·--'----•------------·-·--·---------·------------·------· __________________ .. _____ ·------· - -·--- -
. Area dead and live loads 
Weight of exterior walls 
. Estimated weight of columns plus fireproofing 





·······-·------··,-------·----------·---·- ' .. - ·. . -- ,----
" Number of stories for which the magnitude of each toad 
is applicable \....,·-·· ' 
\ 
, I 
,--G X-J - _:_- -Si I I 
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. ,-- ., ... ,,----· 
'· - -
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. 3 D ··Miscellaneous: 
Load factors for·each loading case 
Yield stresses of .the steel to ·be used 
.' '"' 
Maximum effective load·· factors · 
. Maximum depth of Jgirders 
Section properties needed ·"for girder and column designD 
Area loa<;].s are converted·· to uniform girder loadings and to column 
. . . . . . ' . : . . (5) 
thrusts. · .. Live load reduction allowed by the ASA 58 .1 · specification 
is appl_ied · to all loadings. Girder work_ing load. e·nd moments and 
shears. are computed and p_rint~d for reference. Lateral loads are 
cortverJr:ed to concentrated loads at the ·girder lines . ~-
Using the load factor for the _vertical load ~ase, factored girder 
and column end moments, girder-- end shears, and column thrusts are 
calculated an·d printed. Equations (24a) and (24b) tog~ther with the· 
,, 


















---------------------- -fact'ored column mon:ients and thrusts are used to select prelimi_nary· .· -·· _: __ ~~=~-:-=~=---~ -----:~ --
----~ -
- - . -- --·----- ------------ -- -·····---·. ·-··----- ... 
l 
column sizes from a list o·f suitable wide flange sections. • 
.. ·--··- .. ·-----· .·-·· ---·-~--\:;;.,::··· -------.------
Next, the sum of the 0 girder end moments, tM, required to resist. g 
v·--
0 the factored overturning.moments ·of t~e lateral loads f~om the left are 




is assumed for span AB. With one.variable, (F1E)AB' equal to a constant 
th~ weight function becomes a two dimensional curve shown in Fig. 11. 
Since the effective load factor fot span CD can be expressed as a 
. function of the effective load factors for spans AB and BC (Eq. 22) any 
point on the· curve can be detetmined by assuming a value for (F ·) o 
lE 13C 
.. , 
_,.; .•.. ,. 













The maximum, moment capifc'f't::i.es. required for · the columns and girders 
.~ 
from either load case are used in eva.lua~ing the weight function. 
fr ... 
\ . . 
The minimum point on the curve. i's found using the procedure 
shown in the flow_ d_ie\gram in· Fig. 11. The largest effect-iyK load 
..., 
-
factOr, (F'lE)max' maY be selected by the designer to limit the size 
-21 
of girder:s . The . trial load facto.r F is assumed equal to. the average-'-· 
··· of F . and F and ·the slope of the curve in the r~gion of F is min max . _ . . 
determined by evaluating .t~e weight function at F and at F + 0.001. 
I f the slope· is negative,· F . = F·. If the ·slope 1.·s pos1.· t-rve F -
· · min 
· .,_ ' max .-
F. Tbe·procedure is t~en·repeated using the new-value· of Fmin or 
F . When. the values of F .. and F _ are ·within 0.1, Wt (1) is max · min max 
assumed to be the minimum value. 
(F ) · · is then incremented and a new minimum value·, for the weight lE AB . . 
· 
-function is found o · This value is then ~ompared to the previous value! 
If the new value is larger the procedure stops and a ,c·omplete m'oment 
balance,·,is performed using the load factors from the previous trial. 
If the new value is smaller, the procedure is continued until a larger 
value is found. 
~ --- ·- __ ;,..,..:., . 00-.~ -~-

















·-- ------ .... ·---- -·------·---·-·- -.·.. /! 
ii Using column moments obtained from the moment balance and th~-·-·------.------. _____________ I 
appropriatel·y .factc;>red column thrusts; the columri~:sections selected 
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The same procedure- is then carried out for each successive story, 
, .. ,. '''•"'''''• 
•J.,,.... . ( 




The direction of the lateral load is reve·rsed and_ the weight 
.. 
'function -is again .minimized f,ot each story successively beginning at 
the roo~. The maximum .moment capacity of each member, as de·termined 
from previous loading cases or as-requirec;l by the case under consi-
deration, is used for_ determini_,;ig _ the ·value of the weight: fun_ction at 
,, 
" 
each point along the curve_for ·each story. Facto.red member end 
moments, girder shears ario ··column thrusts are printed at each leve,1. 
Using ~he largest required moment capacity -from_ any of the 
-
. loadings, -final girder sections.are. selected from a complete list of 
available shapes. Final column.and_girder sizes and the total weight 
>c". _ 0 f the frame are are . printed-·o 
The procedure is repeated with- the second loadin_g ·sequence: 
' -···· -·--· ---------
vertical loads, ve-rtical loads combined with lateral load·s _ from the 
.. 
right, and finally ve~tical loads combined with lateral loads from 
the left o The weights of the two· frames1 are compared and the confi-
> ••• ' • 




























- .. - -·-···-- -· ....• ------·---- --·--- ---- -- --- ··-·· - . . . - l-,, 
. 
. f.! . h . h . " -. h . 1 d th f " 1 1 · - . - ii guration av1ng t e minimum _weig t 1.s se ecte as e ina _,, __ P;I.~ ____ )._: ___________ ·_____ ·---·--·---·----------------1~--. -·-. ----- ------·-··· ---···· ·-- · ______ ,. •· --· ....... - -·-----· .· .. , .: ....... · ·· '·· ····----···"··-·--·--····-·····-·e·--·~----··--·-···············""·-···-···--··--··-··-----···_----····--···-"··-·--········--·--···----···-··-···-·-------·--•····--···------·-·····--·-··--·······----·- , · , -- ,. · ;'.j \. 
C 
minary ~esign. · 
' . 
. ' .. ,. 
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, "·· . 
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·A simplified flo:w dii{gram of the program is shown. in Figo. 120 · 
This diagram e.ssentially follows the outline given above and ~o addi-
.. , .•. ~--.•.-... -.,.,,, '' , .. ,.,_ ..._ .. ,, ... ., _____ ---- --
tional explanation is deemed ··necessary" An example design of ·a twenty-
four story three~l)ay ·frame is included in Appendix ''I II . This is the same 
""i····: - ~ .• -----··· - .·. •. -
. ' . 
£:rame as wa·s. desig11ed .in Refso · 4·, 8, and 9o Comparison of this design· 
,. / ·, 
with ·preliminary and final designs of the frame using allo~ablecmstress · . 
. '-:,-
1' ---~ .. 
design and plastic theory.without optimization are.pr~sented in 
Appendix II. 
• 
', r, •I 
Comparison of the three designs in App1:iridices ·~ and It shows that 





· the weight optimization procedu:r;,)e will result in a significant. 
' ' 
reduction in the cost of unbraced multi-story·frames., The computer 
program can be used not only to speed up the design, but also to 
produce a design more ·economical than by any other method available. 
--· ... --
·--------------· --·-·--·-· ---·-
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· A computer program was devised for the optimum design of unbraced Q • 
' ' 
multi-story f.r·ame·s using plastic the<?ry. This program is applicable 
t'o three-bay frames of any numbe; of stories, but witl1ou~ rni·ssing 
members. -The basic theory of the method is valid for any nu'ntber of 
._"'.bays. However, the app_:roach used to determine the minimum value of 
----_:-_ 
the weight function must be modified since each additional bay ad4~ 
' 
. . 
an· additional dimen~sion to the function~ Operations Rese~rch or non-
; 
I 
I linear programming .may be u~ed for this purpose. 
I , ' I 
I / ,; 
"'··''···' ...... :.·;.. . ,., 
/' 
Comparison of the disign of an example frame using the optimi-
/ 








- ·- \ 
- --------·-----------·- -stress method and 6. 7'/lo ·over the: plastic method· without optimization.--··-------·--··------ -




: feasible include: .. ~.1-.) · use 
•,:: ... 
of the program which are-desirabl~ and 
··--·•-,•,c,. ___ --------· 
of clear span for gir_d(:?J::" destgn, 2) more ________ --------·------'---'----
... . 
. - ------··-----··--
--........ --·--·-·'------------~1ccurate column desfgn method for upper stor.ies --where. columns. are not 
I . . 
.. in double curyature bending, 3) inclusion of the depth of 'members in 
. ' '/ . . . ' . . . . ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 
> the weight ¥nction, 4) refinement of the weight function to include _ --~ -
. . . . I . 
. . . , I 
. . 
.·-··--"~-----------· ___ ,, .. ______ ,_, ___ the-already selected girders on a level when .determining the third · -_-_~::~--~::::=-=:~~::··~:~·~.--~--_-:_:_---~-' 
. ................ girder, s.l- i~clusion. of p;.ti, effect,' 6) methods for handling multi-bay 
I 
fram~s,f) consideration of working load deflections. 
~- ''' , .. -· 
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When the sway sub-asse·mblage method of column desigl deBcribed in 
Ref., 10 ,;117a's used to check the member s.izes shown in Table lo It was fourld 
.- -- ·-· --· o,l 
that-member sizes ·in all but the uppermost stories are suitable for a · r , \ . 
. . 
final designo D~flection checks show that the addition of a hori-
.. 
. 
z.ontal _force equal to two percent of .. the girder dead and live loads at 
a level is too conservati'Ve for estimating the effect· of P- D,. moment.s. (ll) 
\ 
- A one percent horizontal force would produce deflections which more 
closely .. approximate those predicted· by the subassemblage method of· design~. 
The results rif the program are to be considered as preliminary and 
' 
could be ··used as input data ·for· pr·ogr_ams which make 'deflection.' estimates .. 
. . 
o.r check the stability of the frame as needed for final -desig~ • 
( . 
, ·.-·· I 
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* This semi-graphical method is c.pnsidered at present_ (1966) to be 
the most rigorous for plastic d~\~ign of multi-story frames. . 
·'. •, ·,, .. , .... 
P-~ effects are included and· the maximum strength of the structure, ·,. 
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The twenty-four story three-bay frame in Figo· 13 is us~d- to 
illustrate th~ methodo Th{·s is the same frame as was designed in 
Dead loads are based on assumed weights for 5-ino reinforced 
,-
concrete slabs, plaster ceilings, fireproofing, and the weight of 
steel system members O A consta-nt wind pressure was assumedo A hori-
zontal force, equal to two percent of th~ girder.dead and live loads 
at a· level, was added to the ~ind force at each level to include the 
..I 
- effect of p ... ~.moment·sg (The total winq pressure in the design was 
J 
.. 
37. 9 psf, which included P- ~ effects) D 
.... "·• 
For the sake of comparison with designs in Ref. 4 and "9, 
µ 
A-3.6 steel was used for all girders and· for all columns above the . 0 
~21 
' . 
eleventh level O A-441 steel was used for -the remaining column sect~_ons. ,. · 
• ' . ,r-,· 
..~, .,. ' 
·"'"".'•·/·. 
•- - - .. --- ·:-. -·-,- --- ------ -
' 
Maximum effective load factors of·s.s·, ·19.5, 5.0 were assumed fo}:' ... 
Bay AB,,,,Bay BC, ancl Bay CD,' respectivelyo Additional reduction in the 
weight of the girders could be obtained if larger effective load factors'·. 
,7 ., 
,. . . 
. - .. - ----------· --··--- -- --, . 
. 
. Table 1 shows final girdE;?r end column sections together with · 
weight tabulations o ,• 
• ,~o---. 
. ;, .. 
·····-~--;· 
........... ~.,. ., ' .. ·"'.--_ .. :' 
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· ·---·'--·---· ·----------------·- .. 15 
. . _ 16 
17 
1s· · 
~ .. -. ;, ---·, . . .:· __ :: .... ·-· . '19 
.. ., · 20 
• ··-· --~ = = ---- - _o - ---===--- -~-c;;· __ ., . 1 
........ - - ·--·-· .. ·~·-- ·-·---~..........__...,..,.. 
CO l tWIIDi!S " -28 
,,-:, 
Col A Col B Col C Coll D 
' 
14iJF 53 12\~F 40 llONF 39 14WF 61 
14tiF· 61 14BF S3 . 14WF Jl4Wf 84 18 
'. " 14WF 84 14aP 78 12WF106 14W'Flll. 
12WF106 12WF106 14WF136 l-4WF136 
14WF127 14WF127 14WF_l58. 14WF167 ( 14t'7!ill9) . ( lltVF:l36) · (14WF150).. ( 14WF1.5_0) 
. (14Wfl42) (14WF176)· (14t8Fl 76 ) __ (14t4Fl76) . (.14Wfl67) 
· . (14tfl21J) _ (14Wr202). (14~Fl9l) ( 14t'1Fl9_0) (14YF264.) (l4WF264) . (14WP2l_l) .. 
·---- -'--'----(l~la':ll4) ·\ '. ·(lloWf2ll) (14W:r314) (14WF246) · l \ 
. . . 
. - ' . . .. ~ .. ;" ( 14tlf 24"6) 
. (14WJ314) · 
. (14Wfl10) (14'W'F264) .. . . 
-(14WF287) (14WW342) (14WP.398). 
.. (14W&?387) 
-. 
; - --- --1 ·,_ 
.. -
'----··-::· ·-------~-:···-· -·-- :-·.-,.·:-
~"•'' I 
.· - "~-- -· ------ -;-------··--·- ·~--- ·' ···---.-----·; 
.. 
_ Bay AB Bay BC Bay CD .. ~- ' • I • -~"'(_L:·::~~:., •, ( -
. . t; 
16B26 · 10Bl.5 . · l81'1F4S 
16WF36 14Bl7 o·S· 18WF55 
. ' ... 
do do do ·· , .. -~· 
do 12:822 21Wf 55 . . . ---~ . 
16Wi140 _ -~ do. do . ,,-
:· 
. 16WF4S· 14826- do . " .. ·. ·· -
do -14tiF30 l 2WP62 ---- -~---- .. ---- . -----·----~- --:---------
. . ~; ' 
•-------.-- ---~- .. ,.. • • Ji 
. - . •---. ~--. -· - r r . . -
\ ., I 
18W.F45 16WF3_6 · dQ 
do· 16WF40 do 
16WF50 · · l8WF4S 21WF68 
do· .... 21wrss· , do . 
.... 
do 21WF62 do 








,., 21WJF55 24WF76 · 21Wf62 .· ______ ... _ ------.-----~ -- -.. --""·-·--- --. : -, -- ~----·'·,~···'- -_· ... · ...... · : . 
- 21WF68 -· do. 21WFS5 - · ·-·~ · · · . __ . _, 1 
. - ..... ---. -· - -- ---· -- - - ·-·--~-
·do 27WF84 ·c10 ·· · ·· 
24WF68 · do · . do 
do· 27WF94 · . .'do . . ·-·- ·• ... __ ..... - . .- ,: . . '~ -
24WF76 do do . . .. ·. ' 
_ . ---------- :.. ·-· _: __ :__; , ·: ':' -- ------ - 21 : ,·, _ do do 21WF.55 · 
-. do:_· · -- - -- - do ·· .. ·- -- -----. - 21W.F62 · · · 
. :;} 
I' 











do do 24WF6~ 
.. . ,· do . _ . . do 24WF94 ' ~ .--.--. - . -~·.. --·· .... .. ...... ·- -- ;-- .. ., -
--- - - -- . ---,- - - - -=--------------cto-- ---- · -- . ·----c10 ·- ---------------27WF94 . ·- ·. 
. Wei3ht 
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.Table l .. Member- Si~es ?f El(ample ~ Frame Designed ·by 
Plastic·Method With Opti~igetion 
-~- I Ii I I I I i-
'-' ... ..,.-r'i i I f I I I = 
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COMPARISO·N WI·Tll.: OTHER ·M·ETH·Ons.· 
., 
Tables· 2 · ~nd 3 show. the final· c~lumn '.an(! girder s i2fes for the !''· •.• 
exampl.e frame. of .. Appendix I d_esigned by &llowable·-stress method and 
. 
. 
by plastic method without optimization. ( g)- The load assumptions, 
including the horizontal force to produce the effe.ct _of P~A moments, 
-l. . 





,: Figure· 14 shows graphtcally a compar.ison of gi'rd.er weight,· colu~'if 
,, ' ~ • 'I ' 
' 
. . . ,·-, 
~ weight ang total we.ight · of the frame by· the three design methods. A·· i • . ' , 
. 
. -- --- ----·--·--·-----···--·------------·-- -·--
. ': .. - ··~. ... - .· 
savings of 12.~% ~an be realized us~ng the ~roposed methQd over 
---- - - ---• ---
allowable-stress design and 6. 7% over th.e pla_sti~ d·e~·ign method without 
. optimization . 
. '.l . 
. ,· ·/ . 
. ) . 
Lt is. to be no·ted that the c·omparison of the de~ign ·example of · .. 
- ....... ,----·:. =-·· .. ..:.. ... ::.' .. , 
\. 












f Appendix I a.n~ the design us_ing plastic method withou~ optimization.--- 'h ·- .. . ·---· - -- -·· -·. '"·---.--- -·- --·· - .- i!:l 
lll 
(Table· 3) would b~-more favorable if cl~a! span were used in 'the design 
ij 
111 ~ 
- ~---1-- ·- Q m 
example. 
,.' ' 




. . . . 
. 
. - - .. - .. . 
. 
. 
., · Tabl~ 3, and :.it .. ·.J;e.duces the required mom~~t capacity (an~ weight) for· . . ~ . 
. 
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COMPUTER PROGRAM D E S C R I P T 1 0 N 
'FORTRAN S;tatements 




paper is ·sho~n in Display A" Sufficie·nt ex_planation has been added to 
enable the designer, who is expected to be familiar with the FORTRAN 
• 
language, to ~allow the l~gic of the programo 
p. 
__ .The core storage capacity of the GE 225, the computer for which the 
program was developed, was not sufficient to permit the. storage of the 
- ~ ,• ... ... 
. . . 
entire prog·ram and the necessary datao A system called CHAIN .was used 
to· alleviate this deficiehcyo / CHAIN permits the sto·rage of sections of 
~ .program on magnetic tape O · Each section or "link" is placed in core 
storage as- required' for execution of the programo Values of the vari-
ables assigned to COMlYION storage are.not affected.by the execution of 
individual linkso 
. 
. . .-~ Several changes in the program statements'are 
necessary if suff:Ucient core capacity· is available to store the ·program 
·in its ~ntirety (about 10,000 locations). These revisions have been 
noted in Display Ao 
· The program can also be modified for designing a- f:r.ame oJ= .. ~ny .. 
number of storie_s by cha.nging the array specifications following the 
Cm1M:ON and DIMENSION statementso 
' ' ~ 
!i ,,t.; ------------ ·--,~- ~-:·=·----.,-~: 
; 
'\ .. 
.. , '-....... , 
J .1 . 
-)-} 
~:.· .-.. r 
.. 



































































.. The input data.is arranged ·in the following manner:· 
10 Frame number (must b_.e positive if· the program is to be 
\ 
executed)~ 
2. _ Frame ge on1:e try. 
· 3. Area .loadings 
Weight of exterior walls and columns plus fireproofing 
.J 
( 
5. Wind pressure 
6. Load factors 
· 7 0 Column section pr_operties (83 sections are required in order 
~ 
'6f intreasing ~eight)o 
C . 8. Yield points of steel. to be used for column design (not more 
than thre-e.) o ·• 
l ' ' 
9. Maximum effective load factors for gird.er /designo 
10. Girder section properties. (221· sections required in order of 
increasing weighto -
Yield points of steel to be used for girder destgn (not more 
\ ' 
than three}. _ / 





130 Frame number (negative to stop the program). 
'/ ; 
: \•,"'t ,·\·,·\<,-~,,· 





The number of stories for which ea.ch piece of data is applJ~c1pJe, ·····-----·· . _._. . .... 
is. also included as inputfi> Linear measurements are assumed. ·,to be i,n. - - ·-··· 
feet; area loadings, we~ght of exterior walls, and wind piessure in 
pounds .Pe~ square foot; weight of columns plus ·fireproofing in pounds 
per foot... Column and girder section· properties _required are: nominal 
depth, • 10 0 ) weight, lb/ft.; plastic se·ction ;odulus, ino 3 
. '- . 
. ' ' 
.. ,,.;. .. 
- - ... '" 
- ... ·, 
... :·.--'----·- .--:,----!';.=:.__._"'.----·-=-'_•~----·-i-.. "·-----:'~-' 





_ .... , 
j 
~, I .• ,.1 · · 
.. · .... ·'.· .. ~·-·:,:;,_;;; •' - - '----·-
'i 
354.,344 
The pr'ogram is organized in ~iuch a manner as to allow the designer, 
' . ' ., 
1=1t his _discretion,'· to.vary the story height and items 3-, 4, 5, 9, and 
., 
12 at each ·storyo The maximum number of steel yield points (ite~s 8 
( ' 
,, 
and 11) which· may be. used i~ a given d~sign is three for columns and. , ' / I • 
three for girderso However, if the ,input· data for the yi;e-ld point of 
.. 
columns. is 4410 0' the program will consider the first 56 columns at: a .. (I 
• 
• ~ 
.yield point of 5000 ksi; the. next 12 at 4600 ksi,. and t~e last 15- at· i 
~ 
42.,0 ·ksi., · These-.stresses correspond to· the yield points allowed by the 
AISC Specificatiort for A441 steels.<7) 
t 
Display B li~sts the order of the input data and gives the acceptable .. 
FORMATO Display C shows a set of data cards for a fen story frame 0./ 
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